
 

U3A Architecture & Archaeology Group meeting 21st February 2019 

The object of the meeting was to discuss the way forward in 2019 for the A & A group which has been 

running successfully for many years. The members present discussed the topics that had been 

particularly interesting to them and perhaps more importantly those areas which they would like to 

pursue in future. 

Clearly during the winter months most monthly meetings on the third Thursday would be held in 

Keyworth. However during the Spring through to late Autumn many members felt that there were 

several places within the vicinity, or perhaps within say an hours' journey, that would be both interesting 

and beneficial to their understanding and development of the core subjects. In addition several members 

believed that the subject title History should be included with A & A since there was often an overlap and 

that potentially other members of the U3A membership would be interesting in joining our group if 

history was a topic for discussion in addition to architecture and archaeology. Therefore  it was agreed 

that it would be appropriate to rename the group  HAA [History, Architecture and Archaeology]. 

The many subjects and possible field venues that were discussed included:- 

Lincoln Cathedral, Cromford, Richard the Third and Leicester cathedral, Cresswell Crags, Burrough Hill, 

Breedon on the Hill, Newark museum, Wollaton Park museum, Old House museum Bakewell (well 

dressing?), Gainsborough Old Hall, Beauvale Priory, Laxton Hall, Hucknall (Byron 'heritage), Robin Hood 

visitor centre etc 

While some of these are a little distance away - car share may be the optimum mode of travel - clearly 

there are many local possibilities such as the local churches in Keyworth and Plumtree where we may be 

able to ask local clergy to talk on the history and features of their places of worship and background of 

parishioners of note. 

Speakers who have expert knowledge of their subject would be welcome for our meetings although it 

was appreciated that there may be a cost and often guest speakers have commitments that will mean the 

year would need to be planned ahead. A few names were suggested that can be followed up for future 

meetings - Peter Hammond and our own David Clarke are two possibilities. 

For the next two monthly meetings I have arranged that we will continue to have the use of the 

Methodist church as we have before and at the first meeting we will have a DVD, and we can perhaps 

decide on a programme for the next few months based on some of the ideas above. At present we do not 

have a group leader after Keith and Sheila relinquished their long term role. However it is quite feasible 

that two or three of the HAA members could share taking the attendance list and the essential 

refreshment break etc which would not be an onerous or time-consuming task! 

I hope my notes will encourage you to continue attending the monthly meetings and that the group will 

continue into 2019. 

Peter Harding   

  


